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IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY BETWEEN THE CORRIDOR AND THE 

REGION KEY FINDINGS 

Light Rail will Improve Accessibility 

• Current travel times to many job centers are long, and current transit services are too 
infrequent, leading to low use of the transit system both outbound and inbound 

• Highway access is modest, current traffic volumes and projected volumes do not assume mode 
shifting from improved transit, which will result in less automobile traffic 

• Transit access to retail and amenities will improve once the new light rail service is implemented 
 
Potential for Even Greater Access with Targeted Development and Transportation 
Improvements  

• Attention must focus on accessibility to and from South Central. This includes complementing 
light rail service with better “first and last mile” options and coordination of transit (fixed-route 
and scheduled service) with on-demand, shared-use options 

• There is a shortage of critical amenities in the corridor ranging from full service grocery stores to 
hospital and medical care facilities, and the lack of mixed-use (residential + commercial 
amenities on site) development further limits convenient access to such services, requiring 
additional travel 
  

Traffic volumes on corridor-- connected arterial streets are modest and transit use is relatively high 

compared to citywide and regional profiles. But travel times can be long whether by driving or by transit. 

South Central Avenue at Southern and the average block group in Tempe have almost identical transit 

levels of service for two areas. Both areas are slated to enhance transit with fixed-route, scheduled 

service—South Central with the light rail and Tempe with the recently approved streetcar. Although the 

overall performance scores are identical, it is likely that without intervention, Tempe will pull ahead. 

Tempe benefits from a large mall and enhanced local planning; anecdotally, more people in South 

Phoenix shop there or in Ahwatukee than locally.  

Switching to a comparison with 19th and Camelback is instructive. The total level of service is only 

slightly higher–3,558 versus 2,559 scheduled transit stops within ½ mile per week, but the number of 

jobs accessible within 30 minutes is 50% higher than Tempe, and the number of potential transit-riding 

customers is almost double, so it shouldn’t be surprising that transit ridership to work is almost double 

too.  The higher transit ridership is further leveraged with a higher percentage of people who do not 

drive alone to work. People using such services keep their cost of living reasonable, their savings higher 

and their local business institutions viable and growing. 
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Getting to and from the new light rail by non-driving means is most likely by bus, which currently does 

not run as frequently, with small exceptions, as light rail. Most jobs in the City of Phoenix are within 

walking distance of transit, but that is not as true for all activity and job centers in the broader region. A 

finer grained mapping reveals the need for better, near-term options for “first and last mile” trips to 

help Phoenix make full use of its significant transit investment. Doing so will increase utilization and 

increase attractiveness of transit-oriented locations for business enhancement and expansion. 


